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THERE IS NO MEETING IN JANUARY.
SEE YOU ON MONDAY, FEBRUARY 7,
WHICH IS THE FIRST MEETING OF 2011.
BEST WISHES TO YOU AND YOURS
FOR A BLESSED HOLIDAY SEASON
AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR

FROM LORRAINE TWEED, President

THE TASK OF TAKING BACK OUR COUNTRY IS JUST
BEGINNING
While the November 2 “Uprising” signaled the American public's disgust with the direction that Obama is
taking our country, this is just the beginning of the fight. Our newly-elected Republican majority in Congress
must now begin to make good on their “Pledge to America”. The specific agenda items of the “Pledge” can be
lumped into five categories: (1)create jobs and promote economic growth; (2) cut spending and balance the
budget; (3) repeal and replace Obamacare; (4) promote national and border security; and (5) enact procedural
legislative reforms to promote good governance.
Our job in the grassroots is to make sure our elected representatives carry out this pledge. Get involved.
Correspond with our elected representatives........make them aware that extension of the Bush tax cuts to all
Americans is needed to help jump-start the economy. It is essential that we create new jobs without raising taxes
or increasing spending. We must permanently stop job-killing tax hikes and give breaks to entrepreneurs and
small business owners on whom we depend to create jobs.
Make sure that our representatives, even the Democrats, are committed to cutting government spending and
reducing the size of government. We must get control of our debt. The Pledge calls for cutting non-security
discretionary spending back to 2008 levels (pre-stimulus, pre-bailouts) and imposing strict caps on discretionary
spending to save hundreds of billions of dollars.
Health care is already too expensive and a costly government takeover will only make matters worse.
Obamacare must be repealed immediately or, at least, there should be an all-out assault on the numerous
damaging features of the bill which would create untold grief for the economy – and our health.
We need to enact a strong immigration reform bill that secures our borders and puts a premium on strict
enforcement of our immigration laws. We need bipartisan legislation aimed at strengthening border security and
ensuring that employers verify their workers are legal.
Several major pieces of legislation have been passed by Congress without being read by lawmakers or the
public, including the trillion-dollar “Stimulus”, the Obamacare Health Bill, and the“cap and trade” national
energy tax. Make sure that our Representatives understand and know what is in the legislation they are voting
for before votes are taken.
These are just a few of the issues facing our new Congress. Others are:
− Protecting America, defeating our terrorist enemies. Ensuring that our armed forces have
resources they need in a timely manner
− Limiting America's dependence on foreign oil
− Improving education for every child

GET INVOLVED. HELP CONGRESS TAKE OUR COUNTRY BACK.

God bless America, land that we love...........

Board Meeting Notes
The Board is asking all members if there is anyone interested in participating in an in-depth study of
the Constitution. The National Federation of Republican Women will have a Board meeting in
Arlington, VA on March 8-12. It was confirmed, MRW is the largest Republican Women's Club in
North Carolina.

Governor Mike Huckabee said ...
"If we want to keep our nation's secrets 'SECRET',
store them where President Obama stores his college transcripts
and birth certificate."

Legislative Report by Linda Jarrett
THE “BUSH TAX CUTS EXTENSION" PROPOSAL:
A word of caution: there is talk of filibustering the bill in both the Senate and the House
-- the extension is still not assured.
Frankly, I hope that the Dems succeed IF it means that the GOP takes an even
stronger stand. Another year of unemployment benefits on top of the current 99 weeks
should not have been agreed upon especially when no cuts were made to pay for
them! Also, this version reinstates the Estate (Death) Tax at 35%.
If Congress adjourns without preventing the Tax Increases, the GOP will be in a much
stronger position in January to craft a bill that will be more certain to aid small
businesses which we all realize is where 2/3 of the jobs originate. Yup -- no tax
increase is great!
However, in order for a real effect to be seen in the economy, small businesses would
benefit from a longer extension, and, they need to know of all the hidden taxes in
Obamacare...........how high their health care costs will go and the hidden job
killing-clauses in the so-called Finance Reform legislation -- otherwise how are they to
plan?
My fear is that we will not see much improvement in the economy due to these great
uncertainties. Then the DEMS will justify continuing to ignore history and the
effect of the large Reagan cuts in both taxing and spending. With the Fed
printing 800 BILLION more dollars, inflation is increasingly more likely with gas
and grocers already on the rise.

"America, Why I Love Her"
It was during the dark days of Watergate and the final, unsettling days of the Vietnam War, when actor John
Wayne decided to speak out. In "America, Why I Love Her," John Wayne explained in a special recording
why America — and Americans — are special and why this country must remain a great nation. More than 25
years after his death, John Wayne remains one of Hollywood's most popular icons and an enduring symbol of
America. Actress Maureen O'Hara said that no description of John Wayne is necessary other than "American."

Illegals Take to Highways Without Licenses (Newsmax Friday, 10 Dec. 2010)
About 4.5 million illegal aliens are taking to the nation’s roads and highways
daily, most without driving licenses, an analysis by The New York Times
reveals. The Times reports that in the last three years about 30,000 illegals have
faced deportation after traffic stops.
The Times, which notes that only New Mexico, Utah, and Washington issue
licenses without proof of legal residence, found that in Georgia alone, 200,000
illegal immigrants drive to work daily. The Times also found that Hispanics
killed in car crashes are “disproportionately unlicensed.”
In some areas, increased enforcement against unlicensed drivers has led to a drop off in business at
establishments that cater to Hispanics and even lower church attendance, the Times said.

